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Moving SPSSX System Files 
from CA to VX 

Bruce A. Center 
BAC@UMNACVX 

D have never been a mindless proponent of progress. 

. July, 1990 

I have never been one to insist that the modem world was better, or that 
because something was new, it was necessarily improved. There is even a 
certain satisfaction in contemplating being an old curmudgeon, feet firmly 
planted on the trailing edge of technology. 

Apparently, many of our users feel the same way. The aging SPssX on the 
CYBER CA, Version 2.01, last modified in January of 1987, has been 
accessed 14,209 times in the past six months alone. And the venerable SPSS 
9.1, unimproved since August of 1985, has seen 15,336 invocations over the 
same period. 

These packages are not going to disappear any time soon. (If there was ever 
a strong argument against the precipitous demise of our CYBER service, I 
have just made it) And while I have reason to believe we may be the last 
university to offer and maintain SPSS 9.1 on any computer, we will continue 
to maintain it here indefmitely. (If anyone can confirm another site running 
SPSS 9, please let me know.) 

Nonetheless, sometimes newer things get better. SPssX on VX, for instance, 
is faster, cheaper, more powerful, more flexible than SPSS or SPssX on CA; 
it can handle larger data sets, and it has a quite passable interactive front end 
as well. 

For users wishing to avail themselves of the price, speed, power, flexibility, 
etc., it is reasonably easy to move an SPSS or SPssX system ftle from the 
CYBER to the VAX, assuming you have accounts on both machines. 

continued on page 132 



Help Page 

ACS HELP-LINES 

Central Systems {UX,VX,VZ,CA): 

626-5592 8 am to 5 pm, weekdays 

Artificial Intelligence: 

625-8332 3 to 4 pm, Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday 

Database: 

626-1887 10 to 11 am, weekdays 
(Beginning August 1, call626-5592, 
8 to 5 weekdays) 

Liberal Arts, Text Analysis: 

625-8332 

Statistics: 

3 to 4 pm, Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday 

626-1887 1 to 3 pm, weekdays 
(Beginning August 1, call626-5592, 
8 to 5 weekdays) 

Other HELP-LINES 
LUMINA {communications questions): 

626-2272 8 am to 5 pm, weekdays 

Microcomputer and Workstation Networks Center: 

626-4276 9 am to 4 pm, weekdays 

Lauderdale Tape Library 

626-1838 9 am to 3 pm, weekdays 

CONSULTING 

Walk-In 

ACS, East Bank: 

128C Lind Hall 10 am to noon and 1 to 3 pm, 
Monday through Friday 

Microcomputer and Workstation 
Networks Center: 

125 Shepherd Lab 9 am to 4 pm, 
Monday through Friday 

Electronic Mail Consulting 

Consulting is now available via the mail facility on all ACS 
systems (the UX, VX, VZ, and CA). Send mail to user 
name CONSULT for questions after hours and for low
priority questions that are not critical to your immediate 
computing work. Replies will be sent to your account 
through the mail facility on your system. 

Instructional Computing 
Consultant 

Department instructors may call 626-0200 for assistance 
in choosing ACS systems (ENCORE/UNIX, V AXNMS, 
CYBERJNOS), software, and for answers to any other 
inquiries on using computers for instructional computing. 

COMPUTING INFORMATION CENTER 
128A Lind Hall, 625-7397, MAo@uMNAcvx, MAo@vx.Acs.uMN.Eou 

8 am to noon and 1 :00 to 4:30 pm, Monday through Friday 

Computing account and grant applications available for 
ENCORE, VAX, and CYBER computers. 

Short course enrollment. Short course schedules and class 
descriptions available. 

Assistance in ordering vendor documentation. Vendor 
documentation is not always available in the University 
bookstores and may be ordered directly from the company. 

Complete documentation collection. Reference copies of 
vendor and all other documentation for ACS software. 

Free ACS documentation. General information and central 
system information available. 

Computing Newsletters. Subscribe to theACS Newsletter. 
Newsletters from other computing centers are also available 
for reference. 
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Software 

continued from page 129 

1. Create an SPSSX EXPORT file 

EXPORT files are designed for easy, reliable transport between any systems that run SPssX. 

Let's suppose we want to move the SPSSX system file DEMOSYS from CA to VX for further analysis. We can set up and 
run the SPssX job on CA: 

TITLE EXPORT EXAMPLE FOR SPSS AND SPSSX SYSTEM FILES 
FILE HANDLE DEMOSYS /* INPUT: SPSSX SYSTEM FILE 
FILE HANDLE DEMOEXP /* OUTPUT: SPSSX EXPORT FILE 
GET FILE DEMOSYS 
EXPORT OUTFILE DEMOEXP /* CREATE EXPORT FILE 
FINISH 

This will create the SPSSX EXPORT file: DEMOEXP. 

2. Log Into the VAX and get the file 

FfP (File Transfer Protocol) is the easiest way to move files back and forth. Since EXPORT files from the CYBER are 
converted by SPssX into packed ASCII (ASCII88), they must be moved to the VAX in BINARY mode. 

132 

$ FTP CA 
VX.ACS.UMN.EDU MultiNet FTP user process 2.1(91) 
Connection opened (Assuming 8-bit connections) 
<SERVICE READY FOR NEW USER. 
CA.ACS.UMN.EDU> login 

Foreign username: bac 

<USER NAME OKAY, NEED PASSWORD. 
Password: 
xxxxxxx 

{Here you log into your account on CA.} 

{Type your usemame here ... } 

{and your password.} 

<USER LOGGED IN, PROCEED. 
CA.ACS.UMN.EDU> binary { You have to move it as a binary file since it is already in 

8/12 ASCII.} 

Type: Image, Structure: File, Mode: Stream 

CA.ACS.UMN.EDU> get {Get file from CA.} 

From remote file: demoexp {The file name on CA.} 

To local file: demoexp.imp {Its name on VX.} 

ACS, University of Minnesota July, 1990 
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Software I 

<FILE STATUS OKAY; ABOUT TO OPEN DATA CONNECTION. 
<CLOSING DATA CONNECTION. 
CA.ACS.UMN.EDU> quit {Leave FrP.} 

<SERVICE CLOSING CONTROL CONNECTION. LOGGED OUT. 

3. Change the record attribute of the file from 512-byte records to 80-byte records 

FrP sets the record attribute (i.e., the length of each line) to 512 bytes. SPssx expects 80-byte records. The F1LESET 
command can change this record attribute back to 80 bytes. So type: 

$ SET COMMAND ACSS$UTIL:FILESET 
$ FILESET /ATT=RECORD=80 DEMOEXP.IMP 

4. Read the file using SPSSX IMPORT 

For example, we could browse through the file interactively: 

$ SPSSX 

VAX 8600 series UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA - ACS License Number 19517 
This software is functional through February 28, 1991. 

SPSS-X> import file = 'demoexp.imp'. {With this command you read the IMPORT file.} 

Portable file: 
File format: 

Date and time: 
Originating software: 

Originating installation: 
Precision: 

File label: 
Variables: 

Weighting variable: 

Number of cases read: 100 

USERB: [YZE6028]DEMOEXP.IMP; 
Communications 
1989/11/15 14:55:12 
SPSS-X RELEASE 2.0.1 FROM NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY 
ACADEMIC COMPUTING SERVICES 
10 base-30 digits - roughly 14 base-10 digits 
FILE BUILT VIA IMPORT 
131 
-NONE-

Input file size: 427 records (34,160 bytes) 
Preceding task required .96 seconds CPU time; 2.52 seconds elapsed. 

SPSS-X> display. {Let's see what is really there.} 

Currently Defined Variables 

{Here we delete the long display of the file that would appear on your terminal.} 

continued on page 134 
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Software 

continued from page 133 

SPSS-X> frequencies variables = hls. {Check out the first variable.) 

There are 16,641,536 bytes of memory available. 
Memory allows a total of 32,767 values accumulated across all variables. 
There may be up to 8,192 value labels for each variable. 

H1S VTR HUSB SELF 

Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

DEFINITELY 1 10 10.0 10.0 10.0 
VERY LIKELY 2 17 17.0 17.0 27.0 
SOMEWHAT LIKELY 3 18 18.0 18.0 45.0 
INDIFFERENT 4 13 13.0 13.0 58.0 
SOMEWHAT UNLIKELY 5 15 15.0 15.0 73.0 
VERY UNLIKELY 6 16 16.0 16.0 89.0 
DEFINITELY NOT 7 11 11.0 11.0 100.0 

---
Total 100 100.0 100.0 

Valid cases 100 Missing cases 0 

Preceding task required .23 seconds CPU time; .75 seconds elapsed. 

SPSS-X> save outfile = 'demoexp.sys'. {Keepthenewftle.) 

Time stamp on saved file: 11-JUN-90 09:47:45 
File contains 131 variables, 1,048 bytes per case before compression 
100 cases saved 
Preceding task required .33 seconds CPU time; .82 seconds elapsed. 

SPSS-X> finish 
6 command lines read. 
0 errors detected. 
1 warnings issued. 
2 seconds CPU time. 

283 seconds elapsed time. 
End of job. 

If you have questions send mail to BAC or phone the Statistical HELP-Line at 626-1893 between 1 and 3 pm Monday through 
Friday. For those of you who are converting to the VAX from the CYBER, remember that we offer free short courses on the 
VMS system. Also see our free Brief on VMS Equivalents to NOS Commands, available in our Computing Information 

Center, 128A Lind Hall. 
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Software 

New ACM Algorithms on VX 

Michael J. Frisch 
MJFRISCH@VX.ACS.UMN. EDU 

rriJ e keep on a VAX VX disk the ACM (Association 
lll for Computing Machinery) collected algorithms 
as published in the journal ACM Transactions on Math
ematical Software (TOMS), starting with algorithm 493 
from March 1975. We recently added algorithms 669 to 
678, published in the 1989 issues of TOMS. They are 
listed below. 

To access the algorithms on VX, use the CALGOPL 
program that copies a single algorithm to your designated 
file. The command is: 

$ CALGOPL number file 

where number is the algorithm number from 493 through 
678 andflle is the name of the file to which the algorithm 
will be copied. The default type forflle is LIS and, if you 
don't supply a file name, the default name is 
ALGnumber LIS. 

For example, 

$ CALGOPL 678 SAM 

Alg2[bbm Y21Uml.lllldl Llnu 
ALG669 15.1 2008 

ALG670 15.1 5782 
ALG671 15.1 3296 

ALG672 15.2 5591 

ALG673 15.2 387 
ALG674 15.2 3046 

writes algorithm 678 on file SAM.LIS and 

$ CALGOPL 500 

writes algorithm 500 on file ALGSOOLIS. 

We have added the line 

ALGnumber 

to the beginning of each algorithm to make it easier to 
check which algorithm you copied. 

For more information about CALGOPL, see the on-line 
document obtained with the VX command 

$ MOREHELP LIBRARIES CALGOPL 

The journal ACM Transactions on Mathematical Soft
ware is available in the Computing Information Center, 
128A Lind Hall. 

Detc[lptJon 
BRKF45: A FORTRAN Subroutine for Solving First-Order Systems of 
Nonstiff Initial Value Problems for Ordinary Differential Equations 
A Runge-Kutta-Nystrom Code 
FARB-E-2D: Fill Area with Bicubics on Rectangles-A Contour Plot 
Program 
Generation of Interpolatory Quadrature Rules of the Highest Degree of 
Precision with Preassigned Nodes for General Weight Functions 
Dynamic Huffman Coding 
FORTRAN Codes for Estimating the One-Norm of a Real or Complex 
Matrix, with Applications to Condition Estimation 

ALG675 15.3 7403 FORTRAN Subroutines for Computing the Square Root Covariance 
Filter and Square Root Information Filter in Dense or Hessenberg 
Forms 

ALG676 15.4 37893 ODRPACK: Software for Weighted Orthogonal Distance Regression 
ALG677 15.4 1915 C1 Surface Interpolation 
ALG678 15.4 288 BTPEC: Sampling from the Binomial Distribution 
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Lower Rates for Contract Services 

Cheryl Vol/haber 
CLV@UMNACVX 

m n July 1 the Contract Services section of ACS 
lowered their hourly rates for custom programming 

and consulting from $45 to $35, making our rates compa
rable to those at other computer centers at the University. 

The programmers within Contract Services are available 
to assist you with a variety of projects. These include 
statistical analysis (SPSS, SPssx, and SAS), data transfer 
between systems, designing new programs, debugging old 
programs, and other type of projects that use our systems. 
Since Contract Services is part of ACS, we can take 
advantage of the special skills of other personnel within 
ACS to get your work done. 

Tape Library Services 

Pete Bartz 
PAB@UMNACVX 

II ocated at ACS 's Lauderdale facility, the ACS 
Tape Library has been storing tape for our users for 

over twenty years and currently has over 10,000 tapes in 
its library. We provide a controlled storage environment 
to ensure the longest possible life for your tapes and other 
media. 

We currently store: 

• one-half inch reel tape 

• one-half inch ffiM 3480, DEC TA90, and DEC 
TK50 cartridge tapes 

• CD-ROMs for use on the ACS VAX cluster 

We also have limited space for archive storage of PC 
floppies or other media that require secure, controlled 
storage. 

If you have a project you need assistance with, contact 
Cheryl Vollhaber at 625-2303 to arrange a meeting. Our 
frrst consultation is free. A staff member will help you 
define your computing needs and decide if your project is 
within the scope of our services. If required, we can also 
give you a free estimate. 

Because of the many different projects we help with, it's 
difficult to list all the possibilities here. If you have any 
further questions about the services we offer, please call 
625-2303 for information. 

Permanent storage 

Our permanent media storage area is a secure, controlled 
environment that meets tape manufacturers' recommen
dations that tapes be stored in an environment of 60 to 80 
degrees and 20 to 80 percent relative humidity. 

We charge a nominal storage fee of 90 cents per tape and 
cartridge per month, which includes regular cleaning of 
reel tapes. Tape and equipment manufacturers recommend 
exercising and cleaning tapes every six to twelve months 
to promote long life. Tapes in the ACS permanent library 
are automatically cleaned every twenty mounts or one 
year, whichever occurs frrst. 

This service and other services described in this article are 
ideal for individuals who have tapes or floppy disks 
containing valuable, hard-to-replace data. To help to 
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protect and extend the life of your data, we recommend 
that you store them in our permanent library. 

Off-site storage 

In the event of a catastrophe at the computer site, magnetic 
tapes stored in the permanent library could be damaged. 
Therefore, ACS provides off -site storage for tapes that are 
backups (copies) of tapes currently stored in the ACS 
library. If the information on a tape is expensive or very 
difficult to reproduce, then it should be backed up imme
diately. Backup tapes can usually be retrieved within 24 
hours after notifying the librarian. This off-site storage 
service is included in the regular cost of storage. For a 
minimal charge, we can also arrange off-site storage for 
other tapes and cartridges from an outside provider. 

If a tape falls 

If a tape purchased from ACS and stored continuously in 
the ACS tape library fails or is damaged for any reason, we 
will replace the tape with a tape of equal or better quality. 

We will also allow a credit for the cost of computer time 
required to copy information from the backup medium. It 
is the user's responsibility to create and maintain the 
backup tape. 

How long does a tape last? 

Wehavehadgreatsuccessinrecoveringolddatafromreel 
tapes stored in our library. Currently we store many tapes 
that are almost twenty years old and have been mounted 
over 600 times. We recommend that tapes kept for this 
period of time be copied to new media. 

Six years ago many tape manufacturers guaranteed their 
tapes for five years; currently they guarantee them for up 
to 25 years. Our experience has shown that tape quality 
has improved over the past ten years but a 25-year war
ranty may be optimistic from a number of viewpoints. For 
example, the warranty period of the tape may be longer 
than some of the tape technology or the tape manufacturers 
will be around. 

Services I 

With normal use, a suitable environment and careful 
handling, ten years is a reasonable time to store informa
tion on a tape. 

Transient storage 

Transient storage is for tapes that only are used for a short 
period or that are transferred between sites to exchange 
data. Transient tapes are stored at the computer site for up 
to two weeks and are then returned to the user. 

Tape sales 

Most of the tapes we sell are 2400 feet long. We also carry 
600- and 1200-foot tapes for users requiring shorter lengths. 
We also sell one-half inch tape cartridges (IBM 3480-, 
DEC TA90-, and DEC TK50-compatible). 

To provide high quality tape, we clean and evaluate each 
tape before it is sold. We assist the University Purchasing 
Department in awarding the magnetic tape and tape car
tridge contracts and monitor the quality of tapes provided 
through these contracts. 

Tape cleaning and evaluating 

Tape and tape equipment manufacturers recommend that 
tapes be cleaned and exercised every six to twelve months 
to maintain the quality of the tape. Tapes in our permanent 
tape library are cleaned on a regular basis as a part of the 
service. We also provide a cleaning and evaluation 
service at a nominal cost for users who have tapes stored 
elsewhere. 

For more Information 

The ACS Tape Library is open from 9 to 3 weekdays, 
during which time you can contact the Librarian at 626-
1838. You can leave voice mail messages 24 hours a day 
by calling this same number. Send electronic mail to 
TAPELffi@UMNACVX. 

For more information about our cartridge and CD-ROM 
services, see the related articles in our January, February, 
and May issues. 
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Survey Results 

User Survey Results, Part 2: 
Comments and Responses 

n n our May issue, we published some of the results 
from our recent user survey, summarizing the 

numerical ratings we asked users to give our services. 

In this article we present approximately half of the users' 
comments we received about our services, along with 
staff responses to those comments. In a few cases we have 
eliminated duplicative comments or broken a long, com
plex comment into separate parts. In a very few cases, 
where the user was commenting on his or her own unique 
situation and provided us with a name and address, we 
have contacted the user to resolve the problem. 

We'll publish the remainder of the comments and staff 
responses in a future issue of this newsletter. 

Consulting Services 
Peter J. Oberg 
PJo@UMNACVX 

People on HELP-Line are friendly (usually), but it would 
be nice to be able to get help more than a couple of hours 
per week. You need to provide more hours of Statistics 
HELP-Line. 

Starting August 1, help on statistics and database 
questions will be available from 8 am to 5 pm Monday 
through Friday. The main ACS HELP-Line number 
626-5592 will answer the general statistics and data
base questions. Questions that need more in-depth 
know ledge and time to answer will be forwarded to a 
statistics or database staff specialist 

I'm dreading moving from the CYBER to VAX. It's 
possible that a short course explaining the ins and outs of 
getting up and running may be helpful. I also haven't been 
able to figure out how to run SPSSX batch jobs on the 
VAX. Is it in a WRITEUP? 

Fall quarter a short course is planned for users moving 
from the CA to the VX or UX systems. The course 
will be a question and answer session to address 
individual needs of the attendees. There is a general 
information in the ListDoc help utility on the VX. In 
the Statistics category see the SPSSX32 document. A 
briefer description for SPSSX batch can be found in 
HELPSPSSX. 

Wait time for the (non-micro) HELP-Line is sometimes 
too long to wait. However, the long wait times I remember 
were several months (even quarters) ago. 

We realize that sometimes users have to wait too long 
o~ the HELP-Line. Sometimes calls back up badly, 
depending on the number and nature of the calls 
coming in. In those situations we try to deal with each 
call and go to the next one promptly, and, when we 
can, we try to bring in an additional consultant to 
handle some of the calls. But we do not always 
succeed in keeping the wait time as brief as it should 
be. Long questions can also be handled through E
mail. Send mail to CONSULT on CA, VX, and UX, 
and describe the problem as thoroughly as possible. 
A staff member will mail a solution or response back 
to you. 

The variability or range of help available on the (non
micro) help line is quite large. There is one certain 
individual who has rarely ever helped me, instead in
structing me to use a certain manual. Other times he 
quickly gives step-by-step commands and does not allow 
time to write them or perform them concurrently. 

The consulting group acknowledges the validity of 
that criticism and will make every effort to improve 
areas of expertise on the various packages that are 
available on ACS systems. Sometimes referring a 
user to a manual is the best way to deal with a problem 
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over the phone; the answer may be too lengthy or 
complex to give--or comprehend-in a phone con
versation. If a phone consultant is going too fast, 
please let him know about it at the time. You can also 
send comments and criticisms of this service to Peter 
Oberg via mail: PJO@VX.ACS.UMN.EDU. 

Many years ago I reached the point where, if I had a 
question, it was beyond the knowledge of your (typical) 
HELP-Line consultant. (I now call specific ACS indi
viduals, rather than the HELP-Line.) ... For instance: you 
are phasing out the CYBER in favor of the VAX (an 
upgrade), but your HELP-Line people are truly ignorant 
of VAX operations. 

As users become acquainted with particular staff who 
specialize in certain areas of computing, it is certainly 
reasonable (and helpful) to contact that staff member 
directly when you need an answer. In general, we 
believe that our staffs expertise on VX is good, but 
we are making efforts to improve our expertise on all 
ACS systems. Again, you can send comments and 
criticisms of our consulting to Peter Oberg via mail: 
PJO@VX.ACS.UMN.EDU. 

Documentation 
Steven Brehe 
SKB@UMNACVX 

Manuals are not readily available on the St. Paul campus. 

It depends on which manuals you're talking about 
Manuals published by ACS are available in the 
bookstore; if you request it, bookstore staff will 
order any ACS manu8.1 they don't currently have in 
stock. (If you encounter any difficulties ordering 
one of our manuals through campus bookstores, 
please call us at 626-1093.) 

It's too costly to maintain a complete collection of 
vendor manuals on every section of our campus. 
We've put the most frequently requested vendors' 
manuals on reserve in the St. Paul Central Library 
(and also in Walter and Wilson). For other manu-

Survey Results I 

als, you '11 just have to go to our Computing Infor
mation Center in Lind Hall. We realize that this is 
inconvenient for our St Paul and West Bank users, 
but we see no practical alternative. 

If there is a particular vendor manual that you think 
should be part of the St Paul collection, please 
bring the matter up with Mike Dunham at the 
Computing Information Center, 625-7397. 

Have had a difficult time with XEDIT. Manuals are 
difficult to understand. Not written for the non-computer 
literate. 

If you're not computer-literate, we strongly recom
mend that you begin with a couple of free short 
courses-start with the "Introduction to Comput
ing"-and read the ACS manual also entitled An In
troduction to Computing. Leaping into mainframe 
computing without a little help and instruction can be 
very difficult. 

The best way to get started with XEDIT is with the 
chapter on editing files in the Introduction to CYBER 
NOS Computing. After you get the feel of line 
editing, the XEDIT manual seems more friendly. 

It seems appropriate to mention here that we do not 
recommend that new users begin projects on the 
CYBER CA. Go to the VAX instead, whereyou'llfind 
a better full-screen editor and good training software 
that helps you learn the editor. 

When I first began to use the VX I found that the WRITE UPs 
and other sources of help often assumed more knowledge 
than I had. Since new users are the ones who would be 
using the help most, the authors should be certain to teach 
to those who have little or no knowledge. 

Not every document can teach the basics of comput
ing; some documents necessarily assume you will 
have acquired the basics elsewhere. This is true of 
some ACS on-line documents and DEC's on-line 
HELP utility. 

continued on page 140 
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I Survey Results 

continued from page 139 

We refer you to our introductory Briefs (available 
free in the Computing Information Center) and other 
introductory documents and our short courses, men
tioned in a preceding response. The on-line training 
software on VX is also an excellent way-probably 
the best way-to learn the basics of the system. 

If a particular ACS on-line document seems par
ticularly abstruse, please call our attention to the 
problem; call626-1828. 

I came from a university that [provided] ... LOTS of 
documentation of EVERYTHING, free! In order to get 
any documentation at all I had to borrow the manual and 
make $38.95 worth of copies. This is an unreasonable 
burden to bear. 

As we mention elsewhere in these responses, we 
make our documents and short courses for beginners 
free, or, in some cases, as inexpensive as possible. 
On-line documentation, available to any users who 
have learned the basics of the system, supplement 
these at relatively low cost 

Advanced users like yourself (you mention in your 
survey form that you use several thousand dollars of 
computing time a year) are another story. Inevitably 
advanced users need information available only in the 
voluminous vendor documentation. We make these 
manuals available for reference in our Computing 
Information Center, but if you need to have your own 
copies, you must bear the cost of copying or order 
your own copies from the vendors. In some cases, 
either route could cost considerably more than you 
paid. We have no less expensive alternative to offer, 
and neither, frankly, have most university computer 
centers. 

Manuals should be less dry. Look at manuals from Macs 
or micro software to get an idea of how a decent manual 
should look. It needs to flll the gap between beginner and 

pro. 

The manuals you refer to are excellent-and expen
sive, although their prices are often hidden in the price 
of the hardware or software they accompany. (But 
check the prices of comparable computer manuals in 
the Minnesota Book Center in Williamson Hall or B. 
Dalton's.) 

Lots of color ,lots of photographs and graphics, and a 
limited amount of text per page-all of these features 
are attractive and helpful, but the cost is prohibitive. 
We aim to make our introductory documentation 
clear, easy to read, and inexpensive, and to achieve 
the last quality we have to do without the look we've 
become accustomed to in Macintosh manuals. 

I barely know what you do or what services you offer ... 
your newsletter is not helpful regarding these items. 

We fmd that, in an institution the sizeofthe University, 
it's very difficult to get the word out on who we are 
and what we do. We run ads in the Daily, offer free 
short courses and free documentation, summarize all 
our services in the October issue of this Newsletter, 
and send the October issue to all faculty, and still we 
fail to reach many people. (We've discontinued other 
promotions, the results of which didn't justify their 
expense.) Our periodic name changes and the exist
ence of several other University computer centers 
have probably also confused some of our users. 
We're open to suggestions on how to make our 
services better known; call 626-1828. 

We need a comprehensive VAX manual like the one 
available for CYBER. 

You're right The much-delayed/ ntroduction to VMS 
Computing will be in the bookstores in September. 

Prepare a user manual for beginners and occasional users 
with commonly used commands and examples in it 

On one of the systems you use, the VAX VX, the 
manual you request will be available in September. 
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On the other system, the NOSNE, we refer you to the 
standard CDC publications, which you can order 
through our Computing Information Center. Such 
ACS manuals already exist for our UNIX and NOS 2 
systems. 

The on-line documentation is usually good, when you can 
find it. Keyword accessing would help-as it is, you often 
have to know the answer before you can find it. The 
proliferation of WRI1EUPs and their access is confusing 
too. How about a menu system, simply invoked (say 
WRI1EUPS) to let you fmd, read (page by page, forward 
and back) and print out WRI1EUPs? 

Since this survey was mailed, we've introduced the 
new ListDoc utility on the system you use, the VAX 
VX. You'll fmd that it does all you ask. Most of our 
on-line documents have now been converted to 
ListDoc. 

While I appreciate the fact that ACS is continually up
grading its software, your documentation of those upgrades, 
and your dissemination of information about them is 
terrible. 

We disseminate upgrade information through our 
newsletter and, at greater length, through on-line 
documentation, which we believe are the two best 
meihods available. Sometimes vendors fail to inform 
us of important changes in upgrades. Although we 
submit new versions of software to staff testing and 
(in the case of operating system upgrades) user test 
periods, some crucial changes emerge only after the 
software has been put into regular use. 

Computing Grants 
Lawrence Liddiard 
LIDDIARo@UMNACVX 

Survey Results 

$1000 computer grant is too little to use. Please give more 
grant each time. Arizona State gives $10,000 computer 
grant each time, and it is much easier to access plotter and 
get printout/plots there. 

Approximately 2200 users average $525 a year in 
grant use annually. Ofthe$525,10percentis covered 
by the user's $50 application fee, 55 percent comes 
from central funding, and the remainder comes out of 
the computer centers' budgets. Grant extensions are 
available under a program managed by the Computer 
Grants Committee, currently chaired by Lawrence 
Liddiard,100LaudCF. Requestsforgrantextensions 
are made on a form available at all central computing 
services facilities, and small grant extensions (up to 
$1000 for graduate students and $2500 for faculty) 
are usually processed within a few days. 

Although the grant amount ($1000) has remained 
constant for the past five years, the cost of computing 
services has declined rapidly in that time. As a result 
$1000 now purchases more than three times the 
computing resources the same amount purchased five 
years ago. 

For ACS the CPU charges for the same job were 
reduced by 40 percent for each new system: i.e., UX 
costs equal 60 percent of VX costs, which equal 60 
percent of CA costs. Last fall an additional 50 percent 
reduction was made for the new UX processors and 
25 percent will be made July 1 (that is, .6 * .6 * .5 * 
.75 = .135, or seven times the processing). 

For disk storage the VX rate was4 7 cents per megabyte 
day in fiscal year 86 and will be 14 cents for fiscal year 
91. Thus your fiscal year 91 dollar can get 3.3 times 
more disk storage and seven times more processing 
than in fiscal86. (If you run jobs at low-ratehours you 
get another 60 percent discount.) 

continued on page 142 
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continued from page 141 

The University encourages all faculty to obtain grants 
and other funding from outside the University to help 
the University of Minnesota continue to be one of the 
leading research universities. Funds for computing 
are typically part of these grants. 

Operations 
Peter Bartz 
PAB@UMNACVX 

I have sent output to be printed at Lauderdale, and then 
driven out to pick it up. It OFTEN is not printed and ready 
when I get there (approximately 30 minutes). One time, 
the printer queue was shut down (or whatever) and it took 
a while for the operator to figure out what was going on
except for the times that the three-hole punch output is 
printed upside down (with the holes on the wrong side of 
the page)-all else is okay. My company has invested 
heavily in microcomputers and networking systems, so 
much of what used to be done on the CYBER is now done 
in-house. 

Users can check whether output has been printed 
by contacting our Operations staff at 626-0550. 
If you have concerns or questions regarding 
output quality, I would appreciate being con
tacted at 626-1661. 

Although it's not your doing, I think it's unfortunate that 
your services/hours are reduced through budgetary con
straints-especially as needs/expectations grow in com
puting. You do a splendid job! 

We are happy to announce that on July 1 we 
returned to a 24-hour, 7-day attended operation. 
We were able to accomplish this using current 
staff. 

Can you send PostScript files to the Apple LaserWriters 
on campus? 

Yes, PostScript files can be sent to campus 
LaserWriters. The list of locations on your 
system, the VAX VX, is in MOREHELP 
PRINTED_ OUTPUT. 

Networking 
Paul Tranby 
PDT@UMNACVX 

I'd like very much to have the local computers (those in 
Physics, for example) VISffiLE to internet DIRECfL Y. 
Don't know whether this depends on ACS, since we're 
''MV AX.SPA.UMN.EDU', and I don't know why '.SPA' 
is not as visible as ACS in VX.ACS.UMN.EDU. 

This is a question frequently asked of us. The ACS 
public terminallabsanddial-inrotariesarecurrently 
restricted (by ACS) to allow only access to ACS 
systems and a small handful of others. We have 
considered allowing unrestricted access to the 
University of Minnesota Internet but have always 
stopped short of actually doing so. The issues 
involved are not technical, but are instead based on 
resources available, who paid (or is paying) for 
what, and politics. 

ACS has purchased the ethernet terminal servers 
and related equipment needed to support our dial
in and on-campus terminal traffic. We also spend 
many thousands of dollars a year for modem pool 
support. We pay for these resources with the funds 
collected from the use of our central systems. If we 
allow open access from our terminal servers we 
have no way of recouping the expenses involved 
with running the service. Another related problem 
is that if we allowed open access to all University 
systems connected to the Internet (several hundred 
at last count), we would run out of ports available 
for paying ACS users trying to access our systems. 

The need for such a system for the University as a 
whole has been recognized for some time. The 
Telecommunications Department is currently in 
the process of installing such a service. When 
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complete, users will be able to dial in and connect 
to any system at the University and possibly other 
networks as well. As Telecommunications installs 
this' system, however, they must also resolve the 
issues ofhow to pay for the installation and ongoing 
maintenance of the equipment It was hoped that 
central funding would be approved for this Univer
sity-wide service, but we don't know if this will 
materialize. If not, some sort of authentication and 
payback scheme will have to be developed. Look 
for future developments in upcoming issues of the 
ACS Newsletter. 

Short Courses 
Jerry Stearns 
JSTEARN~UMNACVX 

It would be great if you would give a class about the 
language C. 

We offer a popular short course on programming inC 
about once a year. It's aimed at people with some 
knowledge of programming. We'll probably offer it 
again in the fall. 

Electronic Mall 
Jerry Stearns 
JSTEARN~UMNACVX 

E-mail service could be better. MacTelnet does not work 
well with the Macintosh interface---<:opy and paste does 
not work. VMS does not have POPmail. It should. If 
UNIX has POPmail, then it should also have a dial-in 
capability so that one can check the mail from home using 
a modem while using POPmail when at the University. 

You're right, copy and paste don't work in 
MacTelnetwiththecentralsystems. (ldon'tthink 
the problem is with the Mac interface.) You 
might try FIP instead. Since we mailed this 
survey, we added POPmail to VMS, although 
our VMS systems do not have POPmail-only 
accounts. We're looking into adding mail to the 
short list of things you can do when you dial in to 

Survey Results I 

a POPmail account on UX. (These accounts are 
supposed to be restricted to a very limited number 
of uses, so we have to expand the capabilities of 
these accounts carefully.) 

In the event that we do add the capability you 
request, you'll need to learn a new mail system to 
read incoming messages. 

Better integration with remote Pes including Macs is 
needed. 

Please contact us with specifics, so we can ad
dress the specific situation. 

Not too long ago I found that I had to correspond via 
BITNET with some colleagues at the University of 
Illinois, transfer files, etc. As I recall, the way to access 
BITNET from the VAX was not very intuitive. I had to 
look up pertinent commands over and over. It's been a 
while since I've used it, so maybe this situation has been 
rectified already. 

Perhaps it is better now. It's also possible to use 
symbols and logical names to simplify or per
sonalize some aspects of using E-mail and 
BITNET on the VAX. Send me a mail message 
and we'll see what can be done to make it easier 
for you. 

You could use more short courses with varied schedules. 
Most are offered at times that are inconvenient I cannot 
get to all sessions if there are two or more sessions. 
Saturdays? 

We'd like to offer courses at more varied times. 
We have tried to do so in the past, but we have 
trouble scheduling a classroom in the morning 
hours-especially a room with computer dem
onstration equipment. There has been a defmite 
lack of interest and attendance in weekend and 

continued on page 144 
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continued from page 143 

evening classes when we offered them. If these 
factors change, we'll certainly take advantage of 
it 

Better logical connectivity across mainframes: E-mail 
and utility programs to process, E-mail campus-wide 
posthaste. 

Pleasecontactuswithspecifics,sowecanaddress 
the problems you're having. 

(ACS networking, file transfer, and E-mail) ... need a 
"sampler set-up admin on computer." I've moved almost 
entirely off mainframes-except for E-mail-PCs are 
easier to use, more easily tailored to personal needs, easier 
to instruct graduate students with, and generally cheaper. 

Many people find personal computers are suffi
cient for their needs. We don't know what a 
"sampler set-up admin" is; contact us so we can 
discuss what you need. 

If you intend to use TinCan as the de facto communica
tions program at the University, you should implement the 
file transfer and printing facilities (i.e., tprint and pctrans ). 

I know versions for VMS and UNIX are available, and to 
my knowledge are public domain. 

I agree. TinCan is limited, but it has these 
practical advantages: We have a site license for 
it and we can give copies away free. We're not 
aware of the VMS and UNIX software you 
mention. Please contact us about those. Pack
ages like MacTerminal or Microphone II are 
more capable, but site licenses for these would be 
muchmoreexpensive,ifwecouldgetthematall. 
You might fmd MacKermit an acceptable alter
native, and it's readily available. 

As part of international conferences I am chairing and as 
part of national committee work, I have been trying to use 
E-mail. Unfortunately, E-mail is not dependable here. 
Receiving messages is often impossible. Important mes
sages are not transmitted to their destination. Sometimes 
I can't even send a message to myself (as a test). Help 
service for E-mail is not very helpful. Will the quality of 
E-mail ever improve? 

Please contact us so that we can get specific 
information from you about the problems you're 
having, and we'll help you fmd solutions. Since 
your survey form indicates that you're not using 
an ACS computer, we may have to talk to the 
systems staff of your department to find answers. 

Statistical and Database HELP-Lines Change August 1 

144 

Beginning August 1, you can get answers to your questions about statistics packages and databases 
by calling 626-5592 from 8 to 5 weekdays. When regular HELP-Line staff cannot answer your 
questions, they will forward them to our statistics and database specialists. 

Our special statistics and database HELP-Lines will no longer be available after August 1. 
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Networking 

Internet Databases 
Billy Barron, University of North Texas VAX System Manager 
BILL Y@UNTVAX 

Modified from an article published in Benchmarks, April/May, 1990 

D he Internet is a collection of interconnected net
works that span the world. Many databases con

taining information on a wide variety of topics are avail
able to Internet users. The following paragraphs describe 
some of these databases. 

GenBank-GenBank is a database of genetic infor
mation. It can be accessed by sending MAIL to 
GENBANK- SERVER@UHNIX2.UH.EDU. For 
more information, send a mail message that only 
contains the word HELP to that address. 

Geographic Name Server-The Geographic Name 
Server provides on-line information about known 
geographic locations. This information includes 
latitude, longitude, zip code, area code, population, 
and altitude. To access the Geographic Name Server, 
typeTELNEf"MARTINI.EECS.UMICH.EDU3000" 
on an Internet host After logging in, just type HELP 
for instructions. 

LIMB-The LiMB (listing of Molecular Biology data
bases) database is acollectionofinformationonmolecular 
biology databases. Requests for copies of liMB can be 
sent to the E-mail addressLIMB@LANL.GOV. In your 
request, specify a format (hardcopy, floppy disk, orE
mail). 

MEMDB-The Medieval and Early Modem Data 
Bank is attempting to provide scholars with reference 
materials on the time period 800-1800 AD.Information 
includes wages, prices, housing, mortality, property, 
charity, nutrition, etc. For more details on MEMDB, 
contact (201) 932-8335. 

NBS Time-TheN ational Bureau of Standards offers 
a high-precision time service over the Internet. It is 
possible to get time accurate to fractions of a second by 
the following command from an Internet host: 
TELNET ''INDIA.COLORADO.EDU 13". 

NETLIB-Netlib is a library of public domain 
mathematical software. The software includes routines 
for linear algebra, benchmarking, curve fitting, FFTs, 

linear programming, differential equations solvers, 
nonlinear optimization, and matrices. For more in
formation, send a one-line mail message to 
NETLIB@ORNL.GOV. The line should contain 
SEND INDEX. 

OCEANIC-The Ocean Network Information Cen
ter (OCEANIC) has a database of oceanographic 
information. This information is primarily used to 
support the World Ocean Circulation Experiment 
(WOCE), but is available to Internet users also. 
OCEANIC contains WOCE project information, di
rectories of oceanographic datasets, directories of 
oceanographers, and oceanographic research ships 
schedules. To access OCEANIC, TELNET to 
DELOCN.UDEL.EDU and log in as INFO. 

PENpages-The Pennsylvania Department of Agri
culture maintains a database of agricultural informa
tionthatisavailabletolnternetusers. TousePENpages, 
TELNET to PSUPEN.PSU.EDU and then log in as 
PNOTPA. 

SDDAS-SDDAS (Southwest Research Data Display 
and Analysis System) is a large database containing 
data from the Dynamics Explorer satellites 1 and 2. 
This data is useful for research in space physics, 
magnetospheric physics, and upper atmospheric dy
namics. All potential users must first get verbal 
approval from Dr. J.D. Winningham (512-522-3075). 
After receiving verbal approval, SDDAS is accessed 
by TELNET "ESPSUN.SP ACE.SWRI.EDU 540". 

SIMBAD--SIMBAD (Set of Identifications, Measure
ments, and Bibliography for Astronomical Data) is a 
database on astronomical objects. SIMBAD is accesSible 
over the Internet, but requires an account to be set up. For 
more information about gaining access to SIMBAD, send 
E-mailtoSIMB~CFA.HARV ARD.EDU orcal1(617) 
495-7301. 

This article was obtained from the articles database of 
CCNEWS, the Electronic Forum for Campus Computing 
Newsletter Editors, aBITNET-basedservice ofEDUCOM. 
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/ Short Courses 

Central Systems 
Summer 1990 

Central Systems courses are free. To register call625-7397. 
Some classes have size limitations: Register early. 

Using SPSSX (Statistics Package) 
vi: UNIX Editor 

Elective Courses 
July 9-13 MWF 

T 
MWF 
TTh 

2:30-4:30 pm 
2:30-5:00 pm 
2:30-4:30 pm 
2:30-4:30 pm 

Using SAS (Statistical Analysis System) 
Electronic Mail and Networks 

July 10 
July 16-20 
July 17-19 

Registration lntonnat!on 

Prerequisites: Please check the course description list to 
see if there are any prerequisites for the class you are 
interested in. Instructors will not be able to review any 
prerequisite information. For more information on pre
requisites, call the Computing Information Center at 625-
7397. 

Limits: Some central systems classes have limits to class 
size. Please try to register early to be sure of getting a 
place. If you decide to cancel from a class, please do so as 
soon as possible, so that we can make the space available 
to others. 

Registration: Registration is located at ACS's Comput
ing Information Center, 128ALindHall. (Hours: 8:00am 
to noon and 1:00to4:30pm,MondaythroughFriday.) To 
register, call 625-7397. Mail registrations will be ac
cepted. You can also register by electronic mail-write to 
mad@umnacvx or mad@vx.acs.umn.edu. Include a day
time phone number. Please call to cancel if you later 
decide not to attend, so we know how many to expect 
Deadlineforregisteringis4:00pmonthelastworkingday 
before the class begins. For registration information, call 
625-7397. 

Course Descriptions 

USING SPSSX (Statistical Analysis Package). Basic 
structure, job setup, and required statements; data ma
nipulation and selection, commands that control internal 
and external flles. Familiarity with UNIX and vi, or VAX/ 
VMS operating system and EDT editor, or equivalent 
knowledge, is required. Three meetings. 

vi: UNIX EDITOR. Editing files on UNIX systems with 
ex (line editing) and vi (full screen editing). All the 
commands will be covered. Additional topics include 
terminal definitions, • .exrc', view, and examples of where 
an ex command is superior to a vi command in ease of use. 
One meeting. 

USING SAS (Statistical Analysis System). Basic 
structure, job setup, and required statements, data ma
nipulation and selection, commands that control internal 
and external flles. Prerequisites: Familiarity with VAX/ 
VMS operating system and EDT editor is required Three 
meetings. 

ELECTRONIC MAIL AND NETWORKS. Introduc
tion to electronic mail and networks. Mail on the VAX 
8650; sending, receiving, and managing mail, commands. 
BITNET addressing and uses. Other networks. Prerequi
sites: Introduction to VMS Operating System or experi
ence using VMS. Two meetings. 
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Phones/Hours/Labs I 
ACS PHONE NUMBERS PUBLIC LABS 

Administrative omce: 626-1600 TWIN CITIES CAMPUS 
HELP-Line 626-5592 

Access: Central System Interactive Micro 
ACS systems (UX,VX,VZ,CA) Printing 

3/12/l400bps +7/Even/1 626-1630 East Bank 
12!1400 bps + 8/None/1 626-1631 ApH 117 X 

LUMINA 626-2206 Arch 148 X 
Accounts: CenH X 

ENCORE, VAX, CYBER 625-1511 ComH X 
Computer Hours (recorded message) 626-1819 DiehlH 207/270 L X X 
Computing Information Center, 128A Lind 625-7397 EddyH Annex 54 X 
Contract Services 625-2303 EE/CSci 4-204/250 LL X X 
East Bank I/0, 128C Lind Hall 625-5082 EltH 121 LL X X 
Engineering Services 625-1595 FolH 14, 14a L X X 
Equipment Maintenance/Repair 625-1595 FronH X 
E-mail 625-1543 LindH 1 I X 
FAX 626-7440 LindH 26 X 
Graphics Software 626-5592 LindH 128C L X 
Information, Lauderdale 626-1600 LindH306B X 
Lauderdale Computer Room 626-0550 MasCanCtr M39 X 
LUMINA 626-2206 MechE 308 L X 
LUMINA Consultant 626-2272 MoosT 8-425 X 
Math and Engineering Software 625-5830 Phys 130 L X X 
Microlab (WBCS-170 Anderson) 624-6526 PioH X 
Newsletter Subscription 625-7397 SanH X 
Permanent File Restoration 626-0595 TerrH X 
Public Labs (with ACSnet) VinH203 X 

140 Blegen Hall 624-5278 WaLib 9 L X X 
B40 Central Library no phone 
207/270 Diehl Hall 624-3128 West Bank 
4-204/4-250 EE/CSci 625-9081 AndH 170 L X 
121 Elliott Hall 624-0866 BlegH 140 I X 
14 Folwell Hall 625-4896 MdbH X 
1 Lind Hall 625-0801 OMWLB2 X 
128C Lind Hall 625-5082 
308 Mechanical Engineering 625-7352 St. Paul 
130 Physics 625-6820 BaH X 
9 Walter Library 626-1899 CentLibB40 I X 
MWNC Lab Manager (14 Folwell Hall) 625-7850 CentLibB50 X 

Publications Information 626-1093 ClaOff 135 L X 
Short Course Registration 625-7397 McNH69 X 
Shuttle Bus Service 625-9525 Vet436 X 
System Status (recorded message) 626-1819 
Tape Librarian/Operations Services 626-1838 
West Bank Computing Services 624-0877 I - Impact line printers. 

L - Laser printers. 

SYSTEM OPERATING HOURS 
The ENCORE UX, VAX VX, VAX VZ, and CYBER CA 
systems run continuously from 6 pm Sunday until 6 am the 
following Sunday. The systems are in unattended production 
mode Saturday and Sunday from midnight until 6 am. It is 
unlikely that any tape requests or printing will be processed 
during these hours. Normal operations resume at 6 am each day 
except Sunday. 

On the flrst and third Fridays of each month from 5 am to 7 am 
the CYBER CA system is unavailable. Low-ratehours are from 
8 pm to 8 am Monday through Friday, and all operating hours on 
Saturday and Sunday. 
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